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ORIGINAL TEACHING IDEAS—SINGLE

Bursting the belief in filter bubbles: A single-class activity to 
enhance critical thinking on algorithmic personalization
Melanie Magin 

Department of Sociology and Political Science, Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), 
Trondheim, Norway

Courses: This activity is suited for courses on online communication, 
political communication, media sociology, and concepts/theories in 
communication. It can be applied at different levels (bachelor, master, 
continuing education) and in classes of different sizes (from about 15 
to several hundred students).
Objectives: After having completed this activity, students will be able to 
explain the concepts “information intermediaries,” “algorithmic 
personalization,” and “filter bubble”; synthesize the state of research on 
filter bubbles; and critically and realistically discuss societal risks and 
chances associated with these phenomena.
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Introduction and rationale

In his book The Filter Bubble: What the Internet Is Hiding from You (Pariser, 2011), the 
Internet activist Eli Pariser draws up a horror scenario about the negative effects of algo-
rithmic personalization—that is, the algorithmic tailoring of content on platforms such 
as search engines and social media to the individual interests and opinions of individual 
users (Stegmann et al., 2022). According to Pariser, algorithmic personalization puts each 
user in their personal information universe—the “filter bubble”—where they will only 
find content selected based on their previous online behavior that matches their interests 
and reinforces their opinions. The far-reaching societal consequences might be fragmen-
tation and polarization.

The catchy filter bubble metaphor can lead to the impression that users are helplessly 
at the mercy of algorithms and disconnected from society by them. In its simplicity, it 
sounds very convincing, which might explain why it has become a commonly used buzz-
word in the public and academic discourse about the dangers of the Internet. However, 
simulation studies (e.g. Haim et al., 2018; Jürgens et al., 2014) have so far not been able to 
create filter bubbles in the sense of extreme, individualized, isolated information environ-
ments as described by Pariser (2011). Thus, the fears raised by him appear to be exagger-
ated. The metaphor oversimplifies reality, since it ignores several mechanisms that 
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prevent the development of filter bubbles: First, while the metaphor presupposes that 
people have narrow interests and only want content matching these, many people are 
interested in diverse content (Bodó et al., 2019). Second, people can only be isolated 
from society through algorithms if algorithm-driven platforms are their only gateway 
to information, but most users have rather broad information repertoires, including 
non-algorithmic sources (Newman et al., 2023). Third, the content people obtain on 
search engines is far less personalized and more diverse than often assumed (Steiner et 
al., 2022). Fourth, on social media, many users have large networks comprised of 
many rather casual acquaintances (weak ties), often with different interests and opinions, 
which increases the diversity of the content they get (Stegmann et al., 2022). Moreover, 
the filter bubble metaphor originates from and clearly reflects the US context, with its 
division into two political camps—an exceptional scenario difficult to transfer to other 
contexts (e.g. compromise-oriented multiparty systems and a lower degree of societal 
political polarization such as found in many European countries).

The filter bubble exemplifies fears related to the Internet that many people accept 
unquestioningly but that, on closer inspection, turn out to be exaggerated. It is a good 
starting point for training students’ ability to reflect critically around such phenomena 
and to develop a realistic picture of the risks (and possibilities) of new technologies. 
To be able to deal with these risks appropriately, both as individuals and as a society, stu-
dents must be empowered to analyze these by means of systematic empirical research 
rather than relying solely on anecdotal evidence. Based on active learning (Bonwell & 
Eison, 1991), this single-class activity aims to do just that. Its overarching 
intended learning outcome is to enhance students’ ability to understand, realistically 
assess, and critically discuss the effects of algorithmic personalization.

The activity

The activity is designed for a teaching unit of approximately 90 minutes. Each student 
must have an electronic device with Internet access. Since personalized search-engine 
results pages (SERPs) are a core requirement for filter bubbles to arise, students must 
use their personal Google accounts, which work best on their personal devices, in 
order to create personalized SERPs during the activity. The activity will not work with 
generic Google accounts because SERPs created by such accounts will not be personal-
ized. Slides that teachers can use for the activity are given in the Appendix.

Theoretical foundations (25 minutes)

The unit starts by laying the theoretical foundations by introducing students to the 
concepts of information intermediaries and algorithmic personalization. The intended 
learning outcome is that students can explain these two concepts.

Information intermediaries can be described as “brokers of information that position 
themselves between producers and consumers while altering the flow of information” 
(Jürgens & Stark, 2017, p. 398). The most prominent examples are social media 
(e.g. Facebook, Instagram), search engines (e.g. Google, Bing), and news aggregators 
(e.g. Google News, Reddit). Intermediaries are based on algorithms and fulfill three func-
tions: they select, filter, and personalize content (Jürgens & Stark, 2017). The latter— 
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algorithmic personalization—means tailoring content to the interests of individual users 
based on collected data on the users’ previous online behavior so that each user gets 
different content. Providing users with personalized content they like is part of the inter-
mediaries’ business model, since if users like the content, they stay longer on the plat-
forms, which, in turn, can collect even more data on the users and capitalize these for 
personalized advertising—their main source of revenue.

Now the students engage with what they learnt so far, employing the think-pair-share 
(TPS) method (Lyman, 1981; for guiding questions, see Appendix): First, they think indi-
vidually about potential positive and negative consequences of algorithmic personaliza-
tion for users (microlevel) and society (macrolevel). Second, they discuss their thoughts 
in small groups of three to four students (pair). Third, the groups share the key points 
they discussed with the entire class. I have used this method in classes of different 
sizes (15–200 students). In the literature, it has been described as particularly suitable 
for classes of several hundred students (Cooper & Robinson, 2000). In classes of up to 
about 30 students, I usually have the students share their key points orally. In larger 
classes, where this would take too much time and many students feel uncomfortable 
with raising their voices publicly, I use digital tools (e.g. Mentimeter, Padlet).

The teacher can guide students to come up with their thoughts on the microlevel and 
macrolevel consequences of algorithmic personalization by asking questions (e.g. “Now 
you have mentioned several negative consequences, can you think of anything positive 
that might result from algorithmic personalization?” “If individuals end up in their 
own small world due to algorithmic personalization, as you say, what do you think 
that means for society?”). Afterwards, the teacher summarizes the student answers but 
does not comment on them (e.g. does not describe a concern as exaggerated).

Trying to create filter bubbles (30 minutes)

The intended learning outcomes of this step are that the students can explain the filter 
bubble metaphor and recognize that it oversimplifies reality. They watch the beginning 
of Eli Pariser’s TED talk “Beware online ‘filter bubbles’”1 in which he shows the SERPs 
that two of his friends received when googling the same term on a current controversial 
political issue. Both SERPs seem to differ strongly, even though Pariser states that both 
friends were similar in many respects. He interprets this anecdotal evidence as proof 
that the Google algorithm has placed his friends in filter bubbles, leading him to con-
clude that algorithmic personalization poses a threat to societal integration. After the 
video, the students get the opportunity to raise their thoughts (orally or by means of a 
digital tool). Again, the teacher summarizes the thoughts without commenting on 
them.

Now the students try out what Pariser describes in the video. Several students google 
the same search term and compare their SERPs (for an example, see the Appendix). 
Again, using the TPS method, they first google a search term on a current controversial 
political issue individually and get an overview of their SERPs and what kind of search 
results it contains. Second, groups of three to four students compare their SERPs. 
Third, the teacher asks the entire group to raise their hands if the SERPs of their 
group members varied (1) to a very strong degree, as described by Pariser in the 
video; (2) to a minor degree but not fundamentally (e.g. varying ranks of the same 
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search results); or (3) hardly or not at all. My observation after having applied this activity 
in various classes is that the vast majority of students chose option 3, few chose option 2, 
but none chose the filter bubble scenario 1.

Debriefing (35 minutes)

The debriefing contextualizes the anecdotal evidence from the activity with a simulation 
study that was not able to create filter bubbles (Haim et al., 2018). Its intended learning 
outcomes are that the students can explain how systematic empirical studies test the 
existence of filter bubbles, synthesize that these studies have refuted the existence of 
filter bubbles so far, and critically discuss how this metaphor oversimplifies the conse-
quences of algorithmic personalization.

The teacher explains the methodological design and results of the study. Simulation 
studies in this field train (news) search engines on the distinct interests of a number of 
fictional “agents” by simulating human online behavior for some time. Afterwards, the 
“agents” search for ambivalent search terms that should lead to differing SERPs if the 
“agents” were in filter bubbles. However, comparing the resulting SERPs regularly 
shows that all “agents” receive very similar SERPs (as the students did in the activity). 
The teacher makes clear that no simulation study was able to prove the existence of 
filter bubbles so far, which makes Pariser’s concerns seem exaggerated.

Now the teacher introduces the students to the critique toward the filter bubble meta-
phor (see introduction), which helps them to understand why the idea that algorithmic 
personalization would cause filter bubbles is far too simple. Nevertheless, algorithmic 
personalization brings along other risks that the teacher now makes the students 
aware of. For example, it can lead to one-sided information (although not taking the 
form of complete isolation) and foster group polarization and the spread of disinforma-
tion. This stimulates the students to reflect about that the content users receive always 
results from an interplay of human behavior and algorithmic decisions. We can, at 
least to some extent, protect ourselves from only receiving one-sided content by con-
sciously signaling to the algorithms through our behavior that we want diverse content.

Afterwards, the students are asked to write their personal take-home messages using a 
digital tool—for example by asking them, “What is the most important thing you learnt 
today?”—a method known as the one-minute paper. The teacher should provide direct 
feedback on these thoughts (formative assessment). The unit closes with take-home 
messages from the teacher (see Appendix).

Appraisal

Below, I give a summary of my students’ comments and answers in various classes in 
which I have used this activity. My students’ contributions clearly show that most of 
them went through a learning process during the activity. In the first TPS, most of my 
students focused on negative consequences similar to the filter bubble metaphor. They 
discussed concerns such as that algorithmic personalization can narrow people’s infor-
mation and perspectives and isolate people from society. Few of my students highlighted 
the positive consequences of algorithmic personalization (e.g. receiving relevant infor-
mation very quickly). After the video, many of my students felt these concerns were 
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confirmed. After having tried to create filter bubbles and having been introduced into the 
simulation study, my students said the activity made them realize that they were neither 
in filter bubbles nor helpless at the mercy of the algorithms, which they experienced as 
surprising, eye-opening, and relieving.

A formative assessment already included in the activity is the immediate feedback 
from the teacher to the one-minute paper at the end. Another formative assessment 
that could also be used as an assignment is a reflection note in which students provide 
peer feedback to one another (see Appendix for examples of tasks). Similar tasks 
might be used in a school exam as a summative assessment, but given the 
intended learning outcomes, formative assessment is more recommendable than summa-
tive assessment.

While this activity can be applied in both physical and synchronous online teaching, 
I have observed that the former works better, since working in small groups is easier for 
students in a physical classroom. The activity cannot be used in asynchronous online 
teaching due to the centrality of the TPS method for achieving the learning outcomes. 
Another limitation is that I have tried the activity only in a European context, but the 
current state of research on filter bubbles suggests that the activity can be implemented 
relatively context independently.

Note

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4w48Ip-KPRs&t=282s. Stop at 4:36 when Pariser says, 
“You don’t decide what gets in [the filter bubble]. And more importantly, you don’t actually 
see what gets edited out.”
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